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The Marc Jacobs of Japan, singing cats
and models cloaked into armor: J-pop
and science fiction transformed Tokyo

Fashion Week spring/summer 2017 into a style
fest unlike any other. In a world where fashion
mines entertainment like never before, Japan’s
established and break-through labels
pounced on musical hook-ups, street culture
and animation to drive interest. Here are the
most outlandish shows that closed the week.

Marc Jacobs of Japan
Mikio Sakabe got the biggest applause of

the week for his show in Miyashita Park, a last
hurrah before it closes for renovations ahead
of the Tokyo Olympics. His seven-inch plat-
form shoes were the star-laced up to the ankle
with thick ribbon-similar to those already seen
on the New York runway at Jacobs this year,
though Sakabe told AFP he had been working
on them before the master of American high
fashion set his loose. As with Jacobs, the look
crafted an impossibly long silhouette that
either drowned the models in oversized suit-
ing or flashed legs for miles in the tiniest of
skirts or belted shorts that hung below the
backside, the wearers’ blushes saved by
striped shirts. In a nod to Japan’s Lolita culture,
Harajuku street fashion and “Kawaii”-meaning

cute, loveable and childish-there were girly
dresses embellished with feathers, a black
plastic and metallic pleated skirt, and a beige
culotte suit covered in bunny rabbits thrown
in for good measure.  The label, known for
avant-garde fashion, is beloved by Japanese
pop stars and celebrating its 10th birthday.
Sakabe told AFP he wanted to mix ‘70s, ‘80s
and ‘90s influences and was motivated to find
a new silhouette given that Japanese design-
ers normally focus on texture. “I wanted to
make something new,” he explained.

Singing Cats
Less Andrew Lloyd Webber smash-hit “Cats”

and more something else entirely. Up and
coming designer Yukihiro Teshima could win
cheesiest show of the year for brand Yukihero
Pro-Wrestling. Held in a nightclub, the usual
10-minute show was ditched in favor of a 40-
minute music bonanza starring all-girl band
Yumemiru Adolescence, Western models
dressed Andy Warhol style and Japanese
actors. It was a riot of color, humor and kitsch-
with a hefty side order of cheese as the singers
bopped around in cat ears, playsuits covered in
multicolored wool and Campbell Soup ruffles.

His models strode out in 1950s yellow, pink
and orange-rinse wigs, and overpainted

matching lipstick pouts a la Warhol’s famous
portraits of Marilyn Monroe and Elizabeth
Taylor. They wore a monkey motif called
Monchhichi, popular in the 1970s, revived

with Hello Kitty in the 1990s and subsequently
exported to Britain as “Chicaboo.” There were
also peeled banana cutouts pinned to jeans.
So what was the message from the man who

designs for film, pop groups and wrestlers? “I
want to tell people that having fun is impor-
tant,” Teshima said.

Silver plaits
Designer Keiichiro Yuri, a former 3D graphic

designer best known for creating bags whose
label Keiichirosense made its fashion week
debut only last season, was perhaps the odd-
est of all. The show started with the sound of
the swelling sea and closed with Prince track
“Gold” as the designer strutted around in
futuristic platforms and tucked two plastic
dolls into his waistband. There were enormous
wide-brimmed Little Bo Peep hats, plastic sci-
ence-fiction style armor and shell-like sheaths
worn over metallic skirts straight from a space-
age or alien movie.

There were incredible free-standing blous-
es and capes, shaped like discs and zipped up
like cushion covers that encased the upper
body. Silver lace-up arm warmers and
Rapunzel-style plaited hair, complete with sil-
ver extensions, finished off the look. “This is
my way of expressing Cool Japan,” the design-
er told AFP. “The youth create our future. I
think the Harajuku look is absolutely right. I
want to tell them it is you guys who make the
next age!” — AFP

Harajuku, cheesy, sci-fi: subculture in Tokyo fashion

It’s a suitable tale of metamorphosis: a tailoring
shop for businessmen in Brooklyn transforms
into a bespoke company in full bloom thanks

to its gay and transgender clientele. The agent of
change is Daniel Friedman, a 37-year-old
American-Canadian-who himself is straight.
Friedman had no apparent bent for tailoring, but
lead poisoning-apparently from paint he used to
decorate his university room-forced him to give
up his dream of becoming an architect.

Within several months, this slight, hyper-ener-
getic man became unable to read or write. But
because he loved suits and design, he decided in
2011 to open a tailoring shop, Bindle & Keep, in
Brooklyn. The clientele were mainly Wall Street fin-
anciers who came for their fittings in Brooklyn,
while the garments were sewn in a small shop
near Bangkok. “When I started the company and
wrote a business plan, I thought these were the
guys who needed suits, they had the money for
them and were always looking for new opportuni-
ties to find a new custom tailor,” he said.

Then, at the end of 2012, Friedman hired a new
apprentice, Rae Tutera, who runs a blog popular
with the gay and trans community, and everything
started to change. Tutera, who is non-binary trans-
gender-identifying neither as male nor female-
wrote about the tailor shop, and the first of a new
wave of customers began to trickle in. “At first we
did not know what we were doing,” Friedman
admitted. At the time same sex marriage was still
banned in the United States-it would be legalized
in June 2015 — and there was little public discus-
sion about transgender issues. He quickly realized
that sensitivity would be key. “We do what all cus-
tom-suits companies do: We take measurements
of the body, we build a suit. The difference is
instead of discussing, ‘Hey, what’s the style that
you want?,’ we talk about, ‘How do you want to
feel?’” Many gay and trans people struggle to find

the right fit of clothes-with the effect of making
them uncomfortable in their body, he said.
“Probably 50 percent of everything that we do is
about empathy.” “There is a therapy element to this
and a psychological element that we include in
the manufacturing of the suit that a lot of other
companies might skip over.”

‘Thankful that you exist’ 
In November 2013, his new clientele sparked

an article in The New York Times. “At the time none
of us in the company thought it was a big deal, it
was just, like, make people happy and the
Rolodex of customers grows and we will survive,”
Friedman said. But the day the article appeared,
he said, “I checked my inbox and there were about
300 emails from all over the world.” Among them
was one from a mother in Paris, who wrote: “I sus-
pect my child might transition soon and I am just
so thankful that you exist because it means my
child will be OK.” “That’s when I knew this wasn’t
just a business, that we hit a vein and a very
important wedge... in the evolution of societies all
over the world,” Friedman said. Ashley Merriman,
one of his clients, agrees. The lesbian chef at a
trendy Manhattan restaurant discovered the shop
this summer when she was looking for her first
custom-made suit for her wedding. “When it came
time to get married, I was really dreading getting
dressed, and that’s when I came here, “ said
Merriman, 40, who has dressed in men’s clothing
for more than 20 years.

“I finally found something that fits... the experi-
ence was great from A to Z. It certainly changes
the way I feel... now I am so much more confident,”
said Merriman, who is five feet, 11 inches (1.8
meters) tall. Merriman praised Friedman’s “mag-
nanimous” approach, including asking intimate
questions key to a custom fit, such as the use of
binding to compress the chest.— AFP

Daniel Friedman,
founder of the 
tailoring shop Bindle
& Keep, does a fitting
with Ashley
Merriman, a client of
the shop who came to
try on a new 
custom-made
androgynous suit 
in Brooklyn, 
New York. —AFP

Bespoke Brooklyn tailor 
evolves with trans clients

Hanbok
Fashion Show

Models present creations of MIKIO
SAKABE designed by Mikio Sakabe and
Shueh Jen-Fang during the 2017
Spring/Summer Collection show at
Tokyo Fashion Week. — AP/AFP photos

Models wear the 
traditional South
Korean “Hanbok”

dress during a
Hanbok fashion

show at the 
14th-century

Gyeongbok Palace,
one of the 

well-known
landmarks in
Seoul, South 

Korea. — AP photos


